Elegant design. Eloquent Performance.

Introducing Microflex Advance™
Ceiling and Table Array Microphones
®

Shure is pleased to offer its new portfolio of premium AV conferencing microphones, the MXA910
Ceiling Array, and the MXA310 Table Array. Steerable Coverage™ technology is a precise new way
to configure polar patterns that capture participant voices at any location of the meeting space.
The new toroid pattern helps the MXA310 block
out unwanted artifacts such as HVAC and fan
noise, creating a cone of silence that battles
noisy rooms. Both arrays include nine software
templates to simplify set up and ten presets, so
every room can become any room.

Find out more. Visit us online at Shure.com/MXA
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Ground Control.

®

Introducing Microflex Advance™ Ceiling Array Microphones
Introducing Microflex Advance Ceiling Array Microphones developed to create the premium
AV Conferencing experience. Patented Steerable Coverage™ Technology allows seamless
configuration and control to capture participant voices in any location of a meeting space.
Mix, route and manage the signals as discrete channels on a Dante™ digital audio network
over a single Ethernet cable. Onboard presets mean that every room can become any room.
Elegantly. Precisely. Discreetly.
Find out more. Visit us online at shure.com/MXA
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Ground Control.

Introducing Microflex Advance™ Ceiling and Table Array Microphones
®

Shure is pleased to introduce the MXA910 and MXA310 ceiling and table array
microphones. Configure up to eight pick-up patterns in three dimensions and
adjust coverage areas for uniform acoustic performance throughout the meeting
space. Featuring the Shure IntelliMix® DSP Suite, these digital microhpones offer
an expanded toolset of proprietary DSP tools that optimize voice quality by reducing
room noise and improving speech intelligibility.

Find out more. Visit us online at shure.com/MXA

Agile Tabletop Performance.

Introducing Microflex Advance™ Table Array Microphones
®

Shure is pleased to offer the MXA310 Table Array designed for a premium AV Conferencing experience. This
digital microphone features an all new toroid pattern that helps block out unwanted distractions such as HVAC
and fan noise, creating a cone of silence that battles noisy rooms. Patented Steerable Coverage™ Technology
allows seamless configuration and control to capture participant voices in any location of a meeting space.
Mix, route and manage the signals as discrete channels on a Dante™ digital audio network over a single
Ethernet cable. Onboard presets mean that every room can become any room.

Find out more. Visit us online at shure.com/MXA
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Introducing Microflex Advance™ Table Array Microphones
®

Shure is pleased to offer the MXA310 Table Array designed for a premium AV Conferencing experience. This digital microphone features an all new
toroid pattern that helps block out unwanted distractions such as HVAC and fan
noise, creating a cone of silence that battles noisy rooms. Patented Steerable
Coverage™ Technology allows seamless configuration and control to capture
participant voices in any location of a meeting space. Mix, route and manage the
signals as discrete channels on a Dante™ digital audio network over a single
Ethernet cable. Onboard presets mean that every room can become any room.

Ultimate AV Flexibility

Introducing Microflex Advance™ Ceiling Array Microphones
®

New Microflex Ceiling Array microphones from Shure fundamentally change the voice
coverage and capture possibilities in AV conferencing environments. Featuring new patented Steerable Coverage™ technology, each array can configure up to eight pick-up patterns in three dimensions and adjust them for uniform acoustic performance throughout
the room. Elegantly. Precisely. Invisibly.

Find out more. Visit us online at Shure.com/MXA
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Shure is pleased to offer its new portfolio of premium AV conferencing microphones, the MXA910 Ceiling Array, and the MXA310 Table Array. Steerable Coverage™ technology is a precise new way to configure polar patterns that capture
participant voices at any location of the meeting space. The new toroid pattern
helps the MXA310 block out unwanted artifacts such as HVAC and fan noise, creating a cone of silence that battles noisy rooms. Both arrays include nine software
templates to simplify set up and ten presets, so every room can become any room.
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Ultimate AV Flexibility

Introducing Microflex Advance™ Table Array Microphones
®

New Microflex Table Array microphones from Shure fundamentally change the voice coverage
and capture possibilities in AV conferencing environments. Featuring new patented Steerable
Coverage™ technology, each array can set the coverage geometry for up to four areas in 15
degree increments, and then specify one of six polar patterns per configuration.
Elegantly. Precisely. Discreetly.
Find out more. Visit us online at Shure.com/MXA

Simply Smarter Solutions.
Introducing Microflex Advance™ Ceiling Array Microphone
®

Shure is pleased to introduce the MXA910 ceiling array microphone. Configure up to eight
pick-up patterns in three dimensions and adjust coverage areas for uniform acoustic
performance throughout the meeting space. Featuring the Shure IntelliMix® DSP Suite, this
digital microhpone offers an expanded toolset of proprietary DSP tools that optimize voice
quality by reducing room noise and improving speech intelligibility.

Find out more. Visit us online at shure.com/MXA

Simply Smarter Solutions.
®

Introducing Microflex Advance™
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Shure is pleased to offer its new portfolio of premium AV conferencing
microphones, the MXA910 Ceiling Array, and the MXA310 Table Array.
Steerable Coverage™ technology is a precise new way to configure polar
patterns that capture participant voices at any location of the meeting
space. The new toroid pattern helps the MXA310 block out unwanted artifacts such as HVAC and fan noise, creating a cone of silence that battles
noisy rooms. Both arrays include nine software templates to simplify set up
and ten presets, so every room can become any room.
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Elegant. Precise. Discreet.
Introducing Microflex Advance™
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Shure is pleased to offer a new portfolio of premium AV
conferencing microphones, the MXA910 Ceiling Array, and
the MXA310 Table Array. Steerable Coverage™ technology is a precise new way to configure polar patterns that
capture participant voices at any location of the meeting
space. The new toroid pattern helps the MXA310 block out
unwanted artifacts such as HVAC and fan noise, creating
a cone of silence that battles noisy rooms. Both arrays
include nine software templates to simplify set up and
ten presets, so every room can become any room.
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